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QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.

What type of VNX MPFS configuration is illustrated with this topology?

A. VNX gateway with FC
B. VNX with iSCSI/FC
C. VNX with iSCSI/FCoE
D. VNX gateway with MPFSi

Answer: D

QUESTION: 2
The majority of your customer's servers have highly utilized database applications that
require predictable performance. What type of storage do you recommend?

A. RAID Groups with traditional LUNs
B. Storage groups with thick LUNs
C. Pool with traditional LUNs
D. RAID Groups with thin LUNs

Answer: A

QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
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What type of VNX configuration is illustrated with this topology?

A. VNX MPFS with iSCSI/FC
B. VNX MPFS with FC/FCoE
C. VNX gateway with iSCSI/FC
D. VNX gateway with FC

Answer: A

QUESTION: 4
While gathering performance data during peak workloads, which type of collection
method is best suited?

A. Larger periods of data collection over shorter intervals
B. Smaller periods of data collection over shorter intervals
C. Smaller periods of data collection over larger intervals
D. Larger periods of data collection over larger intervals

Answer: C

QUESTION: 5
You are gathering data from a customer environment. You have to process a number of
configuration reports. What tool provides a simple method of processing the data
gathering configuration?
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A. Unisphere Analyzer
B. Collect Support Materials
C. E-Lab Advisor
D. CLARiiON Configuration Builder

Answer: C

QUESTION: 6
When interviewing customer personnel, you learn of two sets of requirements:
- The technical team has a specific set of requirements that they have to meet.
- The manager has a financial requirement that has to be met.
As you begin to design, it becomes clear that, in order to meet the technical goal, the
financial requirement will be exceeded. What should you do?

A. Let both teams know of the constraints and see if there can be a mutual resolution.
B. Since this is a technical project you should design to the technical team requirements.
C. Because the manager is paying for the equipment, limit the design to fit into the
financial constraints.
D. Design to the technical requirement and then take enough storage out to meet the
financial goal.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
During your design analysis you have gathered current storage configuration data and
matched storage volumes with server data. You have discovered some inconsistencies
with the collected data. What should the next step be?

A. Resolve any inconsistencies with the customer according to best practices.
B. Let the implementation engineer resolve the inconsistencies.
C. Note the inconsistencies and forward a redesign to the implementation engineer.
D. Resolve the inconsistencies yourself according to best practices.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 8
Which protocols are the best solution for Grid Computing and High Performance
Computing environments?
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A. iSCSI, FCoE
B. pNFS, MPFS
C. CIFS, NFS
D. FTP, SMB2

Answer: B

QUESTION: 9
Which RecoverPoint/SE data protection methodology enables block protection as well
as a file DR solution?

A. RecoverPoint/SE CRR
B. RecoverPoint/SE CLR
C. RecoverPointt/SE CDP
D. RecoverPoint/SE CDP and CRR

Answer: A

QUESTION: 10
When documenting the customer environment prior to a storage refresh, you discover
that the customer has an issue their backups do not complete every job. How should you
proceed?

A. Have the customer resolve the issue before continuing.
B. Note the issue in the Statement of Work and continue with planning.
C. Open a case for the backup issue and resolve it yourself.
D. No actionrequired:SOW does not include resolving this type of issue.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 11
Your customer has purchased a VNX to upgrade the storage for an Exchange Server
cluster. What tool should you use to gather performance data from the Exchange cluster?

A. iostat
B. sar
C. esxtop
D. perfmon
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